2008 mazda 6 i

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Mazda 6 Change Vehicle. The Mazda6 has several strong
attributes, including responsive handling, excellent brakes, a reasonably spacious and
comfortable interior -- and quick acceleration in the V6 version. But overall, the Mazda6 remains
a notch below some competing models. The automatic transmission lacks smoothness and
responsivness, plus the foot turning circle hampers tight maneuvering. There are 5 recalls on
this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability
Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor.
Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware.
Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17
potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment
and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to
provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a
specific year. An inflator explosion may result in sharp metal fragments striking the driver or
other occupants resulting in serious injury or death. Read Recall Details. These vehicles had
their passenger frontal air bag inflators previously replaced under a prior recall using inflators
of the same design. The inflators may explode due to propellant degradation occurring after
long-term exposure to high absolute humidity, temperature and temperature cycling. What
should you do:. Mazda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the front passenger air bag
inflator with an alternate one, free of charge. The recall began December 3, Owners may contact
Mazda customer service at , option 4. Mazda's number for this recall is F. Potential Number of
Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Virgin Islands. On July 9, this recall was expanded to
include certain RX-8 vehicles that were previously recalled under 16V but have not yet been
repaired. These vehicles are equipped with certain air bag inflators assembled as part of the
passenger frontal air bag modules, and used as original equipment or replacement equipment.
In the event of a crash necessitating deployment of the passenger frontal air bag, these
passenger air bag inflators may explode due to propellant degradation occurring after long-term
exposure to absolute humidity and temperature cycling. Mazda will notify owners, and dealers
will replace the front passenger air bag inflator with an alternate inflator, free of charge. The
recall began July 6, Mailing to the affected RX-8 owners began July 6, Note: With the addition of
the RX-8 vehicles, this recall fully supersedes recall 16V In the event of a crash necessitating
deployment of the driver's frontal air bag, the inflator could rupture with metal fragments
striking the driver or other occupants resulting in serious injury or death. The affected vehicles
are equipped with a dual-stage driver frontal air bag that may be susceptible to moisture
intrusion and other factors, including manufacturing variability that, over time, could cause the
inflator to rupture. Mazda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the driver's frontal air bag
inflator with an alternate inflator, free of charge. The recall began on September 12, Owners may
contact Mazda customer service at Mazda's number for this recall is G. Note: This recall
supersedes recall 15V Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up.
Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer
Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. This dealer
has "cash" cars and a wide variety. Decent pricing for what you get, but i decided on a different
route. They were nice guys willing to work with you. I might be back some day. My experience
was good. I purchased a Ford Focus there. The owners are very nice people. I would
recommend Universal Auto Credit to anyone that is looking to purchase quality used cars. I was
very satisfied with this dealer. He stayed open longer on a Saturday for me. He showed me three
different cars and was very helpful. I would recommend this dealer. Purchased vehicle after
taking it on test drive. There was no pressure. Rob was very personable. My wife loves the
vehicle. I would recommend this dealership to anyone who may ask. Very respectful people
undecided on purchasing but will keep in mind as I continue my search for a vehicle. They
definitely stand up for thier name. Was in and out very fast. Test drove and bought the van on

my lunch break. And the man came down quite a bit. Started negotiating at 10 am. Made an
appointment to go to the dealership with the trade in. Half way there , they called and said the
car was just sold. Those people suck! They do not have any integrity! Very helpful, showed me
all the features inside the car, help me get approved with multiple banks. Will definitely come
back for another vehicle. Thank you much for helping purchasing this vehicle. Everyone did a
great job. I would recommend coming here to purchase a vehicle. This is regarding Z-Imports
and Rick Vannoy- was contacted but zero interest in working with me to sell this vehicle. Was
told listed price was lowest they could offer. Clearly does not care about online or distance
shoppers. The dealer was great to work with! He usually answered the phone and did great
answering all our questions. We ended up buying a different vehicle we liked better than the one
we had called about. We liked the no pressure sales environment. A great experience overall!
Brad was amazing and super helpful. Answered all my questions, had the car started and
warmed up when I arrived. Allowed me to and my mechanic to look over the vehicle completely
and take test drives. Would definitely recommend them to others looking for a vehicle! Dealer
contacted me backed, I asked a few questions, got answers and then asked for more pictures of
an area of concern on the car. Never heard back. I'm sure the pics would have shown bad news
as it is still up on their site. Greatest experience purchasing a vehicle I have ever had. Honest
people with fare prices. I would definitely recommend them for all your vehicle needs. I am still
interested in this vehicle. They were nice to reach out to me and not overly contact me. I left a
message and Omar returned my call right away. He was probably one of the most helpful
salesmen I have come across in a long time. He was patient, knowledgable, thorough,
professional, relatable and creative. I live miles away from the dealership so being able to sell a
luxury car over the phone, during a pandemic is pretty impressive. It takes a lot more skill than
the average sell. I am in the process of sourcing the best rate of funding for this vehicle. Finally
had to remove myself from their distribution list. A great vehicle and MOE the Sales agent did a
nice job cleaning up my vehicle and processing all the paperwork. Not really a dealer so to
speak - no salesmen, they just hand you the keys and say take it for a drive. Cars were not clean
let alone detailed - they really were looking for a cash sake as opposed to helping with
financing. I was very uncomfortable there -. Although still behind the pack Accord, Camry in
terms of sales, the MAZDA6 remains one of the sportier and more stylish sedans and
hatchbacks on the market. For , all trims receive inch wheels with a new tire monitor. The
Touring and Grand Touring come only with a six-speed automatic transmission, and the
Touring gets a standard Bose sound system. A five-speed manual and a five-speed automatic
are the available transmissions, with the Touring and Grand Touring offered only with a
six-speed automatic. Although some feel MAZDA6s are underpowered, the chassis, steering,
and overall handling give the version a sporty feel on the road. Both the sedan and hatch earn
five and four stars in crash tests, thanks to standard ABS brakes, traction control, and dual
front-side and side curtain airbags. Stability control is not offered. Sport models start with full
power features, a CD player, and cruise control, and as you move through the lineup you add
power front seats, a CD changer, leather upholstery, and heated seats. The Grand Touring
sneaks in sporty touches such as xenon lamps, foglights, and a sunroof. There are few options
available for any trim. Rear seats split-fold in both the sedan and hatch, and the MAZDA6 is
notable for its abundant cargo space. While the sedan holds an average 15 cubic feet, the hatch
starts at 22 and expands to 59 cubic feet. Consumers agree that the MAZDA6 is sporty in looks
and handling, and they feel the overall driving experience is smooth and fluid. Downsides
include the so-so fuel economy and a cramped back seat in terms of both leg- and headroom.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Request Information. CarGurus User. Read more.
Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. This is the one.
Just what you've been looking for. More information about the Mazda Mazda6: The Mazda6 is
one of the sportiest mid-size sedans on the market, and available in a wide range of prices and
equipment levels. In its most basic form, the Mazda6 makes an economical yet fun-to-drive

sedan. The unique five-door model provides an alternative for those who can't decide between a
sporty sedan and the utility of a wagon. Strengths of this model include Unique five-door body
style and sporty performance. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or
imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. At
The Autobarn Mazda of Evanston we always aim to be open, honest and transparent. We have a
large selection of new Mazdas and pre-owned vehicles of every make and model, and always
over in-stock and ready for delivery. Our experienced and enthusiastic Product Specialists are
ready to show you why The Autobarn Group is so popular. Please feel free to call us at or visit
our website at Please verify all information and options with a sales representative. Easy
Financing options for everyone. Mazda6 i Touring trim. What's more, they're also dedicated to
helping you maintain it long after you drive it home for the first time. Plus sales tax, title and
license. Price contains all applicable dealer incentives and non-limited factory rebates. You may
qualify for additional rebates; see dealer for details. This is it! Your car is here! Come and get it!
It has everything you need! Hablamos Espanol. Falamos Portuguese. Auto Provider also has
many financing options to choose from with interest rates as low as 2. Ask us about your auto
financing needs and we will provide you with your solutions. Disclaimer: Price excludes tax,
tag, and any other applicable fees related to purchase. Price subject to change without notice.
Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based
on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Audio Input. Recent Arrival! Accident Free
Auto Check History! Odometer is miles below market average! It is equipped with a Automatic
transmission. The vehicle is Ebony Black with a Gray Cloth interior. It is offered As-Is, not
covered by a warranty. Mazda of Bedford is family owned and operated for over 40 years. We
include free carwashes, free loaner cars, and free shuttle service for all of our customers! We
offer one of the largest selection of new and pre-owned Mazda's in Northeast Ohio. If you are
looking for the best value in used car prices, Forrester Lincoln is the place. Family owned and
operated since , we are committed to getting you the best deal on a pre-owned vehicle. We do
extensive market research to determine what similar vehicles are selling for and price our
vehicles to be the best value. This enables us to provide the most competitive prices on our
entire inventory. We survey thousands of used car websites to maintain our competitive edge.
See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for
financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. Some fees are location
specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles
may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24
hours. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Hatchback 3 Sedan 1, Station Wagon
4. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 1, Manual Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front
Wheel Drive 1, Cylinders 4 cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings
with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Title
issue. New Listing. Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Home Mazda Mazda 6 Used
Mazda 6. Overall Consumer Rating. Second new Mazda, love them. Traded in my with K on it for
a new Mazda 6I, all the bells and whistles, leather heated seats and interior, CD player with
awesome Bose speakers, sunroof, heated mirrors, compass in autodimming mirror, etc. Owned
this one for 7 years, just spent my first out-of-pocket on a replacement headlight bulb.
Absolutely no other issues or complaints, and I push my vehicles hard. This one did MPH in
Death Valley a couple of years back, and the radio plays louder the faster you go!! Armorall the
entire leather interior annually, holding up perfectly. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. In its
twilight hours, the Mazda 6 midsize sedan still offers a choice of body styles and an extra shot
of driving excitement to a segment typically known for blandness. However, newer rivals have
upped the fun factor, while providing more space, more power and more miles per gallon. Since
it debuted five years ago, the Mazda 6 has been the sports car of the midsize sedan segment.
Taught, communicative steering and a poised chassis are hallmarks of a car that begs to be
driven with enthusiasm -- even if the destination is the local Wal-Mart. Its stylish design and
driver-oriented cockpit exude a visual excitement that others in this staid segment shy away
from for fear of turning off more conservative buyers. The Mazda 6 still happily boasts a sporty
personality, yet provides plenty of family-friendly practicality. For , the 6 provides a little less of
that practicality, however. The Sport Wagon has been killed off, the latest casualty in the
American purge of the dreaded wagon species. Nevertheless, the unique "five-door" hatchback
model remains. This body style is popular in Europe, but rare in America where even the
slightest whiff of a hatchback makes consumers go "yuck. Plus, its 22 cubic feet of cargo space
is the largest available in the family sedan market -- topping even the full-size Ford Taurus. With

so much versatility and driving fun, why not pick a 6? The four- and six-cylinder engines have
never been particularly powerful in this class, and newer competitors have made these modest
motors seem like Calista Flockhart duking it out on "American Gladiators. The base
four-cylinder is pretty much the same story, although the power gap isn't as significant. In this
era of gas mileage awareness, less power and higher consumption is a tough sell. An all-new
Mazda 6 will debut next year that will hopefully address the power, fuel economy and rear seat
space issues. In the meantime, though, if you can look past the current model's downsides, the
Mazda 6 is still an attractive choice. If buying something other than the Camry-Accord-Altima
status quo is appealing, then the 6 should definitely be considered -- especially if a "fun to
drive" demeanor is a top priority. The Mazda 6 is a midsize car available as a four-door sedan
and a "five-door" sedan with a hatchback. Both are available in "i" and "s" versions, which
denote the four- and six-cylinder engines respectively. The Sport comes with inch alloy wheels,
full power accessories, air-conditioning, cruise control, a tilt-telescoping steering wheel and a
six-speaker stereo with a CD player. The Sport Value Edition adds an eight-way power driver
seat, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and an in-dash six-CD changer. The Touring adds heated
mirrors, leather upholstery, heated front seats and a seven-speaker Bose stereo. The Grand
Touring adds xenon headlights, foglamps, a sunroof, electroluminescent gauges, automatic
climate control and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. The s Grand Touring model differs by
including inch wheels. The only factory options are a sunroof on the Sport Value Edition and
Touring, and a navigation system on the Grand Touring. Satellite radio is a dealer-installed
option on all Mazda 6 models. All Mazda 6 models are front-wheel drive. Standard on the i model
is a 2. The s model upgrades to a 3. The Sport trim level comes only with a five-speed manual,
while the Sport Value Edition offers a five-speed automatic. The Touring and Grand Touring
trims are only available with a six-speed automatic. The Mazda 6 s will run to 60 mph in about 8
seconds flat, which is respectable, but at least a second off the pace of the segment speedsters.
Revised fuel economy figures for the four-cylinder i model are 21 mpg city and 28 mpg highway
with the automatic transmission. The six-cylinder s model rates 18 mpg city and 25 mpg
highway with the automatic. The Sport trim's manual transmission has a negligible effect on
fuel mileage. All Mazda 6 models come with antilock disc brakes, traction control, front-seat
side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. Stability control is not available. In government
crash tests, the 6 scored a perfect five stars in frontal impact testing and four stars in side
impact testing. Like most other Mazdas, the 6 is a thrill behind the wheel and is the sports car of
its class. Neither engine is exceptionally powerful, especially off the line, though the V6's
smooth, quiet power delivery offsets this. The four-cylinder is also smooth, but it gets a little
noisy at higher rpm. Communicative steering goes a long way toward making the 6 fun to drive,
whether it's on the highway or from corner to corner on back roads. The well-sorted suspension
achieves a superb balance between comfortable ride quality and athletic handling. Inside, the
Mazda 6 has a clean and contemporary design, with solid build quality and easy-to-operate
controls. Most materials are attractive, but they're a step below in quality compared to what's
found in the Honda Accord and Nissan Altima. The front seats are supportive, but rear hiproom
and shoulder room are tight. The sedan has a The Used Mazda 6 is offered in the following
submodels: 6 Hatchback, 6 Sedan. Available styles include i Sport 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and truck listings of over 6 million
vehicles to find a cheap new, used, or certified pre-owned CPO Mazda 6 for sale near. Simply
research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Mazda 6. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Mazda lease specials Check out Mazda 6 lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Engines are less powerful and fuel efficient than competitors, tight rear seat
accommodations, stability control not available. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Mazda 6 is mostly unchanged for
The Sport Wagon model has been discontinued, leaving only two body styles, and the Touring
and Grand Touring can now only be equipped with the six-speed automatic. Minor feature
adjustments, such as larger wheels for the Sport trim and a standard Bose audio system for the

Touring, round out the changes. Read more. Write a review See all 61 reviews. Second new
Mazda, love them. Traded in my with K on it for a new Mazda 6I, all the bells and whistles,
leather heated seats and interior, CD player with awesome Bose speakers, sunroof, heated
mirrors, compass in autodimming mirror, etc. Owned this one for 7 years, just spent my first
out-of-pocket on a replacement headlight bulb. Absolutely no other issues or complaints, and I
push my vehicles hard. This one did MPH in Death Valley a couple of years back, and the radio
plays louder the faster you go!! Armorall the entire leather interior annually, holding up
perfectly. Read less. Chris L. I bought this mazda6 in from an elderly family member. When I
bought it it only had 23, miles on it. In the last year I've added about 15, miles.. So far so good.
I've done body work, obviously no fault of mazda , however the car did sit for a few years so it
did need brakes and tires right away. Also because it sat I chose to change the Trans fluid.
Since I've had it it has had 2 open recalls which were done and mazda was very quick and
courteous. The car is a lot of fun to drive and technology is great for its time. Being I do own a
newer subaru I feel the car is a bit outdated but again for its time I feel it is upto par. Also it
should be noted that I do take the car from NJ to Boston frequently approx a 4 hr trip and it is
nothing but reliable and fun. My only 2 complaints are, I feel the steering could be a bit tighter
and Im getting a creeking noise from the rear end when the car is coming from a cold start and
is put in gear but goes away within minutes. In my opinion the car is a great value, the man I
bought it from owned 3 stemming back to the old I would definitely recommend the car. OK, first
I need to provide a little background on my previous vehicles; my last 6 vehicles have all been
V8s, they have also all been GMs. That being said, a 4 cyl. And, I was fully prepared for that
before I bought the 6. I love this car, period. I am a sales rep and I drive a lot for work. I wanted a
taut, well mannered car that had a sporty feel and was good on gas. The 6 fits the bill. I bought
my '08 used with only miles. For the price this car can't be beat. Long road trips are a breeze. I
am 6'3". I bought my Mazda 6 from a tow yard - kinda sketchy I know. But I test drove it, had it
inspected by a Mazda dealership highly recommended and I fell in love with it! Sadly, my car
was taken from me when a year old lady ran off the road and totaled my parked Mazda 6 with
her Mercedes-Benz : Now I'm back on the market for another used car that will satisfy me the
way my car did. See all 61 reviews of the Used Mazda 6. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 5 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the 6. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2001 ford f150 54 engine diagram
honda 2000 crv
06 honda accord interior
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

